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Editorial

Mina Salimi

About 42 years have now passed since the victory of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, followed by the establishment of the
Islamic Republic system. As you know, in spite of the ups and
downs, various obstacles and attacks made by the enemies,
this Revolution continues to exhibit its glory and bear fruits of
prosperity and honor. Undeniably, the wise, Divinely-inspired
leadership of Imam Khomeini (ra) and that of his rightful successor – Ayatollah Khamenei coupled with Iranian people’s
faith have been the chief factors behind this victory. Let’s read
parts of the statement issued by the supreme leader, Ayatollah
Khamenei, on the Second Phase of the Islamic Revolution for
further information: “ … It is possible to assume an expiring
date for anything, yet the global mottos of this religious Revolution are exceptional; they will never expire because they
match human nature in all areas. Freedom, ethics, spirituality,
justice, independence, dignity, rationality, brotherhood are not
limited to a single generation or society so that they would rise
in a period and decline in the next. It is impossible to imagine a
nation who despises these values ……”
Every fair-minded, informed individual, whether Iranian or
from other world countries will admit the truth of these words
and bear witness to the truthfulness of the leadership of the
Islamic Revolution at the world level. And will also emphasize
that today’s humanity is in need of these values more than
ever before. No wonder Imam Khomeini (ra) is as stated by the
supreme leader, Ayatollah Khamenei , ‘an ever-living reality’.
He revived Divine, humane values through his words and actions and so became a symbol of Divinely-guided leadership
and an unforgettable model of struggle in God’s way and for
saving human beings from the yoke of tyranny, domineering
powers and from corruption. He led the people out of darkness into light and revived Islam. Though he passed away 32
years ago, he is still living in the hearts of not only the Iranian
nation, but also in the hearts of all freedom-fighting, justiceseeking world nations. This year, as the last (31) years in the
month of Khordad (June), we commemorate the anniversary
(on 4/6/2021) of his departure to heavens and pay homage
to his exalted soul. May Allah bless him and help us fulfill his
noble goals aiming at human salvation.

Mohammad Assadi Movahed
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The Message of Grand
Ayatollah Khamenei to
the Palestinian Nation
for their Victory over the
Zionist Regime
The following is the full text of a letter written by Grand Ayatollah Khamenei, the Supreme
Leader of the Islamic Revolution, to the people
of Palestine, which was written on May 21, 2021.
The letter is addressed to the oppressed Palestinian nation on the occasion of their victory in the
12-day war against the Zionist regime.
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In the Name of God, the Beneficent, the
Merciful
My greetings to the powerful, oppressed
Palestine. Greetings to the brave, zealous
Palestinian youth. Greetings to the heroic,
resistant Gaza. Greetings to Hamas, Islamic
Jihad, and all Jihadi and political groups in
Palestine.
I thank God, the Almighty and Omnipotent, for granting His assistance and for the
honor He has bestowed on the Palestinian
fighters. I ask God, the Beneficent, to bestow
tranquility and peace on the injured hearts
of the bereaved, to shower His mercy and
glad tidings on the martyrs, and to completely heal the wounded. I also extend my
congratulations on this victory against the
criminal Zionist regime.
The recent test over these few days has
honored the Palestinian nation. The savage,
wolf-like enemy has realized correctly that it
is powerless when facing the unified uprising of Palestine. This test - the cooperation
between Quds and the Western Bank with
Gaza and the ‘48 territories’ and Palestinian
(refugee) camps - has shown the future solution to the Palestinians. Over the past 12
days, the violent regime committed immense
crimes, especially in Gaza. They have proven
in practice that it can behave so shamelessly
and idiotically as a result of its incapability in
confronting the unified uprising of the Palestinians, that it provokes the public opinion
of the world against itself. They have added
to the hatred against themselves and the
western governments that support it, in particular the criminal US. The continuation of
their crimes and their request for a ceasefire
means the defeat of the Zionists. The Zionists were forced to accept defeat.
The malicious regime will become even
weaker. The preparedness of the Palestinian
youth, the show of power by valuable Jihadi
groups, and a continual increase in the elements of power will make Palestine stronger
day by day, and it will render the usurper enemy weaker and more despicable with each

passing day.
The time to begin and to end the clashes
depends on the discernment of the great
Jihadi and political leaders of Palestine. But
being prepared and maintaining a powerful presence in the field cannot be stopped.
The experience in Sheikh Jarrah in resisting
the aggression of the regime and the mercenary inhabitants of the settlements should
become a perpetual plan of action for the
courageous people of Palestine. I salute the
valiant youths of Sheikh Jarrah.
The entire world of Islam has responsibilities and religious obligations with respect
to the Palestinian cause. Political commonsense and experience in ruling and governing confirm and emphasize this religious
edict. Muslim governments should earnestly
enter the field to support the Palestinian
nation in both military and financial areas,
which is needed more than the past, and
help in the rebuilding infrastructures and the
ruins in Gaza.
The main source of support for this religious and political call would be continuous
demand by various nations. Muslim nations
should demand that their governments carry out their duties. Nations themselves have
the responsibility to provide financial and
political support as much as they are able to.
Another important responsibility is pursuing the matter of the punishment of the terrorist, bloodthirsty Zionist regime. All conscientious people in the world agree that the
widespread crime of massacring Palestinian
children and women over the past 12 days
should not remain unpunished. All of the
regime’s agents who were involved in this
crime and the criminal Netanyahu himself
should be prosecuted and punished by independent international courts of law. And,
with God Almighty’s grace, this will surely
happen. “And Allah has (full) command of
His affairs” (Holy Qur’an, 12:21).
Sayyid Ali Khamenei
May 21, 2021
Shawwal 9, 1442
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The Message of Dr. Ebrahimi Torkaman to the
Leaders and Followers of World Religions
following the Victory of the Palestinians in
Confronting the Israeli Zionist Regime
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In the name of God, the Most
Beneficent, the Most Merciful
Undoubtedly, it is God Almighty’s
wish that all human beings should
live in an atmosphere of peace and
tranquility; a divine blessing that
is, unfortunately, being violated by
some people who are depriving
others of blessing through oppression and crime. Over the past one
month or so, we had witnessed
that the occupying Zionist regime
launched a new genocide to shed
the blood of innocent children,
women, and civilians in order to
oust the Palestinians from their
homes in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood of Jerusalem where they
have lived all their lives. Surprisingly, those who claim to be the
champions of democracy and human rights remained silent vis-à-vis
these atrocious and beastly crimes.
These inhuman crimes wounded
the souls of all the peace-loving
people of the world, who for sure,
expect some effective reaction towards the Israeli crimes.
Meanwhile, the violent crackdown on the fasting Palestinians,
by the occupier regime’s police,
sparked another intifada, and mass
demonstrations and the rocket at-

tacks of Hamas on Tel Aviv marked
another defeat for the Zionist regime and proved that such terrible
crimes shall not remain unanswered
anymore, as no free human being
can remain silent in the face of blatant oppression and persecution.
Now, the existing ceasefire, which
was the only left option to the Zionists to escape the consequences
of what they had started, has provided the world and especially the
leaders and followers of world religions with an opportunity to think
of a just solution for resolving the
problems of Palestinians - by recognizing the existing realities. It should
be remembered that, as very rightly
stated by the Supreme Leader of
the Islamic Revolution, Ayatollah
Khamenei, the establishment of
lasting peace and security in Palestine will be possible only with the
return of Palestinian refugees to
the wrongly occupied territories
and the collective decision (through
free elections) of all its inhabitants Jews, Christians, and Muslims - with
regard to its administration and
nothing else.
Therefore, as the Chairman of the
Policy-Making and Coordination
Council of the Interreligious Dia-

logue of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
which has been working for years
to promote greater understanding
and cooperation among different
religions, I congratulate this victory to the oppressed people of
Palestine and call upon all religious
leaders and cultural personalities to
strongly condemn these barbaric
crimes that are mercilessly going on
in Palestine, the birthplace and origin of many great divine prophets,
and take appropriate steps in fulfilling the religious and human duty
that has been vested on them and
extend their serious support to the
proposed referendum in the occupied territories and to raise it in the
international arena.
We pray to God Almighty to help
us with regard to this important
matter.
Dr. Abouzar Ebrahimi Torkaman
Chairman of the Policy-Making
and Coordination Council of the Interreligious Dialogue of the Islamic
Republic of Iran

Imam Khomeini;
Eminent and Great
Leader of All Times
By: Rasheed Ahmad Chughtai,
President of Islamic United
Council of Pakistan

Very few reformers in the history of mankind have been capable of achieving the fruits of
their struggle in their lifetime

The well-known name of His
Eminence Imam Khomeini (RA), the
most influential figure of the 20th
century reminds us of his unprecedented knowledge and thoughts
on mysticism, philosophy, jurisprudential sciences, governance, and
politics as an exemplary Imam. The
events and happenings of the contemporary world show that even
after more than three decades since
the demise of Imam Khomeini (RA),
there is a significant change in the
world political landscape influenced
by Imam’s ideology.
The resistance movements are
still being inspired by his academic
discourse, challenging imperialism
across the world.
Three revolutions shook the
world in the 20th century. Both the
Russian and the Chinese experience
had a wide appeal for two reasons:
they came in the wake of an oppressive capitalist system, which had
squeezed the blood of the downtrodden sections of society; and,
the change was based on an ideology that was new, and rather novel,
for those who had been afflicted by
the exploitative bourgeoisie and the
tyrannical church.
The Iranian revolution was, however, unique, for it neither derailed
the human soul from the root of its
faith nor bereaved it of the fruits of
social uplift; a thing considered, particularly in conservative societies, as
repugnant to the spirit of religion.
The greatness of Imam Khomeini
lies, not in his being a religious cleric
but in his universal approach to life
in all its aspects and manifestations.
The Imam infused the spirit of
Islam in the Iranian youth but did
not leave them to be swayed by
the specific interpretation of faith,
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common to the contemporary half-educated clerics. He
gave them a vision that could see worldly affairs and the
religious faith as two aspects of the same unit of life.
The 17th century Industrial Revolution in the West
had shaped the direction of Western socio-political
thoughts as well as the future practical experience pursued by the comparatively secular Far Eastern societies,
but thinkers in the Islamic world still wandered in the
deserts of bewilderment.
Not that Islam had lost its vigour to lead man through
the ages, but lack of ijtihad had rendered it a mere collection of rituals to ward off evil spirits and attain paradise. What was missing was the realization that Islam is
a complete code of individual and collective life and it
offers the best solution to the minutest problems of all
societies at all times.
The onslaught of Western thought had already shaken the hearts of Muslim scholars like Allama Muhammad Iqbal, Syed Qutub, Moulana Maudoodi and they
confined themselves to recollecting Islamic thoughts
and reorganizing the political forces of the Muslims.
Only Allama Muhammad Iqbal and Imam Khomeini
could crown their efforts by practically shaping human
societies according to their ideals; the misfortune of the
Pakistani nation being that their benefactor could not
live long to guide them into their new life.
The leadership capabilities of Imam Khomeini would
look more distinct when viewed against the background

of life in Iran before the Islamic Revolution. Backed by
the county’s rich influential class and the mighty world
powers, on the one hand, and the most Westernized
Iranian class, on the other, Reza Shah, was inculcating
the thought that Islam was unable to meet the modernday challenges of the Iranian society. As a result, Western culture and values dominated Iran to the extent that
terms like Islamic culture, Islamic values, and Muslim
nationalism were considered to be outmoded terms.
The pre-Islamic Revolution Iran was virtually the most
Westernized country of the Muslim world. It was not
called the Switzerland of the East just for its natural
beauty. It was rather due to the fact that Western values
were being popularized among the Iranian people to be
followed blindly.
In such an environment, those defending and promoting religious ideologies were being looked at with
contempt and treated awfully and this had created an
inferiority complex among the youth, struggling for the
supremacy of Islamic values.
Inspired by true Islam and Islamic teachings, the late
Imam Khomeini had to fight against all these odds with
an ideology that, according to most of his countrymen,
Islamic teachings were out of fashion and were in no position to meet the modern-day challenges.
Imam Khomeini brought these dejected youths out
of the slums of inferiority complex and infused a spirit
of self-respect and self-esteem in them; teaching them

nations that possesses all the capabilities to attain material and scientific development. Despite the hurdles
and the hardships created by the antagonistic Western powers and in spite of an eight-year-long imposed
war by Iraqi Saddam Hussain, today the Iranian society
stands out, in many aspects, in the societies of the East.
Culturally, the revolutionary Iranian nation is exemplary. With 83 percent of its population educated, Iran
today represents a society of high morale and energy in
the region. From political administration and statehood,
the socio-economic management, from agriculture to
industry, from defense to defense production, and from
education to science and technology; post-Revolution
Iran is considered to be a success.
Another distinction of the Iranian revolution is that,
contrary to other Eastern and Muslim communities, the
Islamic Republic has fully engaged its women folk in the
socio-economic and political life, making them a useful
and essential component of the society. Today, women
that not the teddy pro-Westerners but those proud of can be seen working in all sectors and fields of Iranian
Islamic culture were the ones who could boast of be- national life. Without this factor, the dream of creating
ing followed by others. He also created self-confidence an advanced and stable society could have not been
among the Iranian youth, giving them the power to realized. Such a big social upheaval would have never
been possible in a male-dominated Eastern society.
change the destiny of their nation.
The Iranian nation is certainly very fortunate that they
Prior to the Islamic Revolution, the Iranian youth considered the Westerners as a superior being, capable to not only found a legendary leader like Imam Khomeini
show marvels in all fields of science and arts and worthy leading them through all stages of moral and material
to be followed but they became convinced of their abil- promotion. Very few reformers in the history of manity to shape the future of their nation and excel in all kind have been capable of achieving the fruits of their
struggle during their lifetime.
areas of science and technology.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Mousavi
It was this spiritual change that
Khomeini, better known as Imam
made the Iranian youth fight against
It was this spirKhomeini, engineered Iran’s 1979
the cruel forces of the Shah, making
itual change that made
Islamic Revolution, which led to the
them an iron wall against the opthe Iranian youth fight
overthrow of the US-backed Shah of
pressive and tyrannical might of the
against the cruel forces
Iran. Imam Khomeini passed away
state. This spiritual potentiality conof the Shah, makon June 4, 1989, at the age of 87.
vinced the Iranian youth that they
ing
them
an
iron
wall
Every year, the anniversary of Imam
can trample down all the hurdles in
against
the
oppressive
Khomeini’s demise is marked with a
the way of their revolution.
ceremony at his mausoleum in the
and tyrannical might of
Modern-day Iran is rightly the
presence of the Leader of the Islammanifestation of the religio-political
the state. This spiritual
ic Revolution.
wisdom of Imam Khomeini. The
potentiality convinced
Rasheed Ahmad Chughtai, Presistate and the society of the Islamic
the Iranian youth that
dent
of the Islamic United Council
Republic of Iran, today, give the look
they can trample down
of Pakistan and Chief Editor of Page
of a compact whole; a society of uniall the hurdles in the way
International
(thepageintl.pk@
ty in the diversities of religion and a
of their revolution
gmail.com)
champion in the comity of Muslim
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Ibadah to Imam
(RA)
Khomeini
By: Muhammad Kazim Taqavi
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As we read in the Holy Qur’an
(51: 56) the purpose behind the
creation of man has been ‘Ibadah
(worship, servitude to Allah, the
One and Only God) and obviously
is as a crown of honour for humanity, leading them to perfection.
True, sincere ‘Ibadah’s fruits
are many and splendid, including
achievement of spiritual upliftment. Imam Ali (as) has taught
truly life-giving lessons on ‘Ibadah and his prayers and supplications to Allah teach certain
divinely-inspired words, including
his addressing Allah: “O my God!
It is enough of honour for me to
be your servant (‘Abd).” (Miratul
Uqool, vol. 8) So one should regard being a servant of God as a
great honour and should likewise
consider being educated through
His words and guidance as glory.
No doubt, every sincere servant and true man of God has
first and foremost devoted himself to servitude to the One God
and has thus received more and
more Divine blessings and attained high spiritual positions.
Imam Khomeini (ra) has certainly been an outstanding ex-

ample of the men of God and
His obedient servants and worshippers. Imam Khomeini (ra)
who was undeniably a true follower of Allah’s last Messenger,
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
has highly enlightening words
regarding the worship of God.
Let’s read parts of his writings
in his book entitled “Chehel Hadith” “To open the door of ‘Ibadah is Divine Mercy… We know,
as human beings having limited
abilities, it is not possible for us

He always
performed the daily
prayers at the earliest
appointed time and
wore perfume before
starting to pray. Also,
the recitation of Ziyarat
was included in his
daily programmes of
‘Ibadah. And he would
read parts of the Holy
Qur’an before prayers,
thus making his heart
readier for presence in
the worship

to serve God as He should be
served, and we cannot know
Him as He should be known,
since, even the most honoured
and spiritually elevated man,
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
has in his supplications to Him
expressed this fact. Yet, we also
know that God - the Gracious
- has opened the door of worshipping Him to His servants in
order to give them high spiritual
positions and eternal salvation.
He, in His Mercy and Grace,
showed the way of happiness
to human beings through Revelation and Prophets, teaching
them how to serve Him, since
spiritual exaltation and eternal
salvation can just be achieved
through serving God and sincere devotion to His Worship
(‘Ibadah). Opening the door of
‘Ibadah is no doubt, one of the
greatest Divine blessings for
which all are indebted to Allah
and of which the thanksgiving
is beyond every human being’s
power. Rather, each thanksgiving opens the door to another
divine blessing for which the
thanksgiving is not within our
abilities, too…”

“As we read in the Holy Qur’an
(chapter 3), God is Needless and
His creatures are in need of Him.
He has no need for our servitude
and it has been out of His Mercy
and Wisdom that He has opened
the door of ‘Ibadah (servitude to
Him) to human beings. We owe
much to Him and should thank
Him immensely for His having
granted us the guidance and
taught us the ways of worshipping and serving Him and achieving sincerity of intention in our
worship.”
Here, let’s ponder upon a hadith from the 6th Infallible Imam,
Imam Ja’far Sadiq (as): “Worshippers are of three groups; one
group worship God out of fear
and their worship is as that of
slaves. Another group worship
God out of the desire for rewards,
such worship is as that of traders.
There is also a group that worship
God out of love for Him and devotion to Him. Such worship is that
of the noble and the high-spirited
and is the best worship.” (Al-Kafi,
Vol. 2)
Regarding the manners and
required conditions for ‘Ibadah
(acts of worship), Imam Khomeini
(ra) has many enlightening words,
including: “In worship, the worshipper should be mindful of Allah’s Omnipotence and of his/her
own weakness and neediness.”
(Adab al-Salat, P. 7)
To Imam Khomeini (ra) such
mindfulness has been one of
the required inner conditions for
the worshipper. Also, he has remarked: “The worshipper should
try to perform acts of worship
with good spirit and attentively
and should carefully avoid dis-

tractions and weariness while
he/she is worshipping.” (Adab alSalat, P. 23)
Needless to say, in conditions
like fatigue and sleepiness, doing acts of worship can have little, if any, good effect upon our
spirit and may rather cause one

to become less devoted to worship. Another guideline given by
Imam Khomeini (ra) in this regard is: “The worshipper should
be mindful of his/her natural
condition in every phase and
avoid pressuring himself/herself.” In this connection, Imam
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Khomeini (ra) has particularly
addressed the youth, advising
them to avoid going to extremes
and putting too much pressure
upon themselves: “If the young
people do not treat their own
souls with mildness and moderation and if they do not satisfy their natural needs through
halal (permitted by God) ways,
they may fall into a great danger
which cannot be compensated.
That danger is that sometimes
human beings become restive
and disobedient as a result of
being under too much pressure.” (Adab al-Salat, P. 25)
This fact can be inferred from
this Hadith from Imam Sadiq (as):
“In youth, I used to do lots of ‘Ibadah and was very industrious for
acts of worship. My father, Imam
Baqir (as), advised me in these
words: “My son! Act less, since if
Allah, the Almighty, loves a servant, He will be pleased with a little worship done by him.” (Al-Kafi,
Vol. 2)
No doubt, a worshipper needs
the presence of mind to fulfill
worship. That is to say, he/she
should be able to concentrate
on words and keep in mind the
greatness of the One Whom
he/she is worshipping and supplicating to. According to Imam
Khomeini (ra), the worshipper
should try to make his/her heart
feel the significance of worship in
order to make it present in the act
of worship.
It should be mentioned here
that to Imam Khomeini (ra) ‘Ibadah did not just include daily
prayers and rather he regarded
the Muslim revolutionary people’s political activities as among

the greatest acts of worship. In his
words: “Your uprising, has been
for God and for the liberation of
the Islamic Ummah and so any
hardship you bear in this way will
be regarded as the greatest worship.” (Sahife-ye Imam Vol. 4)
Also, addressing the officials
and authorities in the Islamic system, Imam Khomeini (ra) pointed
out the significance of serving
God’s servants and regarded that
as one of the greatest acts of worship: “Try to work for God and
serve God’s servants and Islam,
for your doing so will be rewarded
as one of the greatest acts of worship by Allah.” (Sahife-ye Imam
Vol. 1)
Needless to say that besides
being devoted to serving Islamic
Ummah, Imam Khomeini (ra)
was also very careful about the
ritual (both obligatory and recommended) acts of worships
including daily prayers, supplications and recitation of the Holy
Qur’an. As narrated by his family
members, he would even utter
Dhikr (word in praise of God and
seeking God’s forgiveness) while
walking and would recite the Holy
Qur’an several times a day and on
every opportunity. He always performed the daily prayers at the
earliest appointed time and wore

Your uprising,
has been for God and
for the liberation of the
Islamic Ummah and so
any hardship you bear
in this way will be regarded as the greatest
worship

perfume before starting to pray.
Also, the recitation of Ziyarat was
included in his daily programmes
of ‘Ibadah. And he would read
parts of the Holy Qur’an before
prayers, thus making his heart
readier for presence in the worship. One of Imam’s daughters
has narrated, “On a night in the
Holy month of Ramadan, I woke
up to see my father praying in
the dark and crying while having
raised his hands towards the sky.
In fact, during the Holy month
of Ramadan, he would sit up for
‘Ibadah all nights…”
Imam Khomeini (ra) was also
very concerned about the children’s religious education and
advised them to perform their
daily prayers on time: “So that
God would love you more.” Imam
Khomeini (ra) would also give
prizes to his children and grandchildren to encourage them to
perform the daily prayers. One of
them has narrated: “In my childhood, once I stood behind Imam
who was performing prayers and
tried to imitate him. This pleased
him and he encouraged me by
giving me a few books for children as a prize. From then on,
upon seeing me, he would ask
me whether I had performed my
prayers or not, and he would express his pleasure if I said ‘yes’
and would advise me to pray on
time if I said ‘no’. ”
May Allah reward Imam
Khomeini (ra) with the best of
rewards and may He guide all of
us, in particular the youth, to like
Imam Khomeini (ra) and the other
true servants of God, try to serve
God sincerely and become God’s
true worshippers.

Hafez’s tomb

Masjid-e-Dashti

Saadi’s tomb

Persian Architecture
By: Sahar Haqdoost

Persian architecture is greatly inspired by the country’s Islamic beliefs. Its typical characteristics include dome shaped buildings, built of mosaic. The chiefly aqua-colored tiles have miniature paintings on them.
Many of the Persian architectural works are mosques or other religiously affiliated building.
Some of the most popular Persian architectural works are built in Isfahan, Shiraz, and the capital Tehran. Iran’s architectural works are also historically significant. Tehran’s opening gateway
was built more than a thousand years ago when the city Persepolis was first established. Some
of the most famous-architectural buildings in Iran include Azadi Square in Tehran, Isfahan’s
many mosques and numerous tombs of famous poets, writers and scientists in Shiraz.
Mosques
One of the most common and beautiful architectural works in Iran are its mosques. Mosques are
holy places for prayer and Muslim congregations.
The most devout Muslims perform their daily
prayers and listen to sermons in the mosque rather than at home. There are a variety of mosques
in Iran varying in size, shape, color, inscriptions,
and history.

The most prominent of the style used in the construction of mosques is a dome-shaped top. This dome
signifies the Islamic belief that there is only One God.
Most of the Persian mosques are built with tiny tiles
each individually painted and carved, and frequently
contain inscriptions of the Qur’anic verses in calligraphy. Most mosques also have a central pool in which
people can perform the obligatory wash before each
prayer (Wudhu).
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The Imam Khomeini (RA) Mosque

Shrine of Imam Khomeini

The Imam Khomeini (RA) Mosque
The Imam Khomeini (RA) Mosque, earlier known
as Masjid Shah, is one of the most popular mosques
in Iran. It was built by Shah Abbas during the 17th
century and contains a four Eiwan (courtyard) and
a large central pool. It is located in Isfahan and is
reputed for its perfect mosaic-work and glazed tile
decorations.
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Mosque of Guhar Shad
This mosque is also one of the most famous mosques
in Iran and is situated adjacent to the Holy Shrine of
Imam Reza (AS). It was built in 821 AH. This mosque,
along with a courtyard, contains four porches, prayer
halls, and two 40 meters high minarets with Arabic
inscriptions.
Masjid-e-Dashti
This mosque’s name translates to mean ‘the mosque

made out of clay’. It dates back to the 11th Century.
The reason this mosque has survived is because of
its location and the people of the area. This little
mosque is located in a village near the Isfahan city,
and shows the early characteristics of Muslim architecture with a single dome and minaret. The small
size and simplicity of the glazed brick building makes
it stand out amongst the more elaborate mosques
of the city.
Holy Shrines
There are thousands of shrines located in Iran. Some
of them are religiously affiliated buildings and include many domes and minarets. A common feature
of Iranian shrines is the use of gold for the domes
of the buildings. Some shrines, such as Imam Reza
(AS)’s are built entirely out of solid 20 K. gold. Other
shrines are less elaborate, and are dedicated to famous Persian poets and philosophers.

Mosque of Guhar Shad

Mosque of Guhar Shad

Imam Reza(AS)’s Shrine
Located in Mashhad, this shrine is one of the holiest pilgrimage sites in Iran. Muslims from all over
the world come to this beautiful city to visit this
shrine.
Imam Khomeini(RA)’s Shrine
The mausoleum of Imam Khomeini, is one the
grandest architectural endeavours of the Islamic
Republic. The holy shrine also contains the tombs
of Imam Khomeini’s wife, his second son and several other important political figures The shrine is
flanked by four 91m-high towers. The huge gold
central dome is adorned with 72 tulips, which
symbolize the 72 martyrs who fought and were
martyred together with Imam Hussein (AS) in Karbala.
Inside the vast main hall, covered with carpets.

Imam Khomeini (RA)’s tomb itself is enclosed in
a stainless steel zarih through which pilgrims pay
their respects.
Around 4 June, the anniversary of Imam Khomeini
(RA)’s sad demise, hundreds of thousands of mourners visit the shrine. During the holy month of Muharram, the fountains surrounding the shrine run with
red dyed water.
Construction of the complex, covering 20 sq km, began in 1989.
Other Architectural Works
There are many buildings located all over Iran, ranging from schools to bridges, restaurants, towers, and
palaces. Some of these buildings date further back
in Iran’s history when Islam was not yet it’s major religion. Others are more modern and reflect the progress made by the country.
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etanyahu, the corrupt
Prime Minister of a fake
regime, who is fighting for his political life, sought to strengthen
his internal position by continuing crimes against the oppressed
Palestinian people. He was, however, unconscious of the fact that
the Zionist regime was about to
be exposed to the most severe
rocket
attacks,
in its history,
by the Palestinian
resistance
groups.
Facing trial for bribery, fraud,
and breach
of trust and
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failing to form a cabinet, Netanyahu commissioned a group of Jewish extremist nationalists to evict
Palestinians from their houses in
the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood
where they have lived all their
lives, the houses that had been
built for the Palestinians, in cooperation with the United Nations,
in the 1950s, when East Jerusalem was
governed
by

Israel is

Jordan. Netanyahu indulged in
this risky move in order to divert
the Israeli public opinion from domestic issues and to strengthen
his political position. But the occupier regime’s violent crackdown
on fasting Palestinians sparked
another intifada, and mass demonstrations and the rocket attacks
of Hamas on Tel Aviv have put the
leaders of the Zionist regime under a lot of pressure.
Netanyahu’s next mistake was
to extend the violent clashes to
the Al-Aqsa Mosque; the first qibla of the Muslims, and the place
of the (heavenly) ascension of
the Prophet of Islam (PBUH). The
brutal actions of the Israeli police against the worshipers led to
greater solidarity
among
the
Palestinian
Muslims
and
resulted in the emergence of
stronger protests, which soon
spread to the cities of Haifa, Nazareth, and even other Muslim
countries.
The atrocities committed by
the Zionist regime in Jerusalem,
the defense put up by the jihadist
forces and the racial discrimina-

on the Way to
Collapse
By: Mohsen Pakayin

tion by the extremist Jews against
the Arabs of the occupied territories have proved the existence of
apartheid in the occupied territories by the Zionist regime. ….
According to the Israeli police,
in addition to the violent incidents
in Lad, Acre and Haifa, an incident took place near Tel Aviv that
became a symbol of these racist
violent moves. In images broadcast on one of the official Israeli
television channels, a group of
right-wing extremist supporters
of the Israeli regime attacked an
Arab man, forced him out of his
car, and beat him until he fainted.
Without mentioning the identity
of the man, the officials of Tel Aviv
hospital said that he was “severely
injured but was in a stable condition”. ……
Arabs living in Israel say the government is involved in the expropriation of their lands and accuse
government officials of repeatedly
discriminating against them with
regard to the allocation of government funds. One such discrimination is that the citizenship laws of
the Zionist regime give Jews the
right to obtain citizenship and
passports, but Palestinians who
have emigrated or have been deported from this land, as well as

their children, are deprived of this
right; even if they return.
In 2018, the Israeli parliament
passed the controversial NationState Act. Under the law, the Arabic language lost its status as an official language - alongside Hebrew
- and it was declared that determination of the national fate was
the exclusive right of the Jews. Following this decision, Ayman Odeh,
an Arab member of parliament of
the Zionist regime, said the parliament had effectively passed a
law on the superiority of Jews and
that Arabs would henceforth be
“second-class citizens”. ……
Once dreaming of achieving the
goals of the so-called Great Deal
of the Century and occupation of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, Netanyahu is now on the verge of another major defeat and has, thus,
turned to the UN Security Council
and its European allies to manage the crisis. Concerned about
the possible victory of Muslims
and the continuation of Hamas
rocket attacks on Tel Aviv, his former supporter, Donald Trump, has
accused Joe Biden of being weak
in supporting the Zionist regime.
In the meantime, the United Nations and European countries
have called on both sides to exer-

cise restraint and have asked for
an immediate ceasefire; without
condemning Israel’s crimes.
The crimes of the child-killing
regime in recent events have even
made four weak Arab countries,
namely the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain, Sudan, and Morocco,
which looked forward to revealing their relations with Tel Aviv,
as well as the Arab League and
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, left with no other option
but to condemn the crimes being
committed by the Zionist regime.
At no point in time in the history
of this fake Zionist regime, had this
regime been close to collapse as it
is today. Israel’s barbaric crimes
against the defenseless Palestinians are now being answered with
thousands of rockets and mortar shells, and the so-called iron
dome and Tel Aviv are under the
fire of the Palestinian mujahids.
Should the continuation of the intifada against racial discrimination
be appropriately supported by the
Muslims of the world and Islamic
and pro-human rights countries,
it will certainly be effective in the
early collapse of the occupying regime and release of Al-Quds.
Mohsen Pakayin, Senior Specialist on International Relations
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Always Moral
By: Dr. Mir Mohammad S’aii

“ ….. Nothing Imam Khomeini
(RA) did in his political, personal
life was out of the framework
of Islamic morality. He was truly
moral and practiced Divine ethics.
He himself acted upon what he
preached. I have personally observed his Islamic life-style in visits my friends and I had with him.
As an example, I can cite that in
his house there were just six cups
in which the guests and visitors
were served tea, and so when
the number of them was more

than six, they would be served
tea in turn, first six people and
then the others. As witnessed by
all both before and after the victory of Islamic Revolution, Imam
Khomeini (RA) lived such a simple
waste-free life. So, he has been a
true teacher of Islamic conducts
since he himself acted according
to what he taught the others, including avoidance of attachment
to worldly, material things.
“Being very patient and tolerant
in God’s way has been certainly
among the outstanding specifications of Imam Khomeini (RA). As
we know, the news of the martyrdom of his dear son – Sayyid
Mustafa- at the dirty hands of the
agents of the puppet regime of
Pahlavi, though shocking, did not
cause him to express grief, though
he said about Sayyid Mustafa:
“Mustafa was the hope for the
future of Islam.” This shows
Imam Khomeini (RA) knew how
learned and virtuous his son was,
how useful he could be for Islam
and how dear he was to him (not
only as a worthy son, but also as
a worthy follower.) And yet, Imam
Khomeini (RA) regarded his son’s
martyrdom as a blessing granted
by God, saying: “That was one
of Divine blessings in disguise.”
Obviously, none but those who
perfectly believe in God and are
totally reliant on Him can be so
patient in the face of back-breaking events.
“Imam Khomeini (RA) was very
much concerned about the young
people; before the victory of the
Islamic Revolution in Iran, he was
worried lest their being exposed
to the corruption spread by the
corrupt, mercenary regime would

cause deviation in them and after
the victory of the Islamic Revolution and the establishment of
the Islamic Republic system, he
emphasized the need to give the
children and the youth Islamic education, helping them to achieve
spiritual exaltation. In fact, Imam
Khomeini (RA) regarded the country’s young people as ‘the treasures of the Revolution.’ …..
“Both his speeches and writings
have been pointing to his being
Divinely-guided, and so a leader

“Imam Khomeini
(RA) was very much
concerned about the
young people; before
the victory of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, he
was worried lest their
being exposed to the
corruption spread by
the corrupt, mercenary
regime would cause
deviation in them and
after the victory of the
Islamic Revolution and
the establishment of
the Islamic Republic
system, he emphasized
the need to give the
children and the youth
Islamic education, helping them to achieve
spiritual exaltation. In
fact, Imam Khomeini
(RA) regarded the
country’s young people
as ‘the treasures of the
Revolution.
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towards perfection. His letters,
public statements and books prove

Regarding Imam
Khomeini (RA)’s conduct in various areas
of his political life and
activities it should be
said that he acted as
per the Islamic moral
code perfectly and
this has been a factor
behind his success

this fact clearly. As a matter of fact,
Imam Khomeini (RA)’s words have
been understandable to both the
educated and the layman alike,
and his expressions were all based
on deep, true knowledge. Look,
for example, at his remarks in his
book “Asraru-salat”. In that invaluable book which Imam Khomeini
(RA) has written when he was
young, we read very enlightening
directions, including his addressing the readers thus: “Dear ones!
Beware that it is useless to look to
the people for gaining ‘Ezat (honour, prestige, glory). ‘Ezat is wholly

for Allah and in His hand. People
do not have the ability to give you
the ‘Ezat you desire, as their hearts
are controlled by Allah……. So, turn
to Allah (for all you want) …..”
Also Imam Khomeini (RA) has
illuminated the minds of his readers by saying to them (in his book):
“If you want to ascend from the
earth to the highest heavens, you
should free yourself from the qualities which prevent a human being
from ascension.…. If you become
like an angel, you will become able
to step into the territory of the angels.” Indeed, the poems written

by Imam Khomeini (RA) all indicate
his guidelines and high spirituality.
Regarding Imam Khomeini
(RA)’s conduct in various areas
of his political life and activities it
should be said that he acted as per
the Islamic moral code perfectly
and this has been a factor behind
his success. No doubt, his every
manners and actions, whether
in his personal, public, social, political life and in his efforts to educate the people have been totally
Islamic and that of a true Muslim
and a truthful religious leader.
“To conclude, anybody in any
position or situation should survey the various dimensions to the
conduct of Imam Khomeini (RA)
and try to follow his guidelines in
every aspect of life. We should try
to, like him, avoid all selfish considerations in our dealings with
the people and to make our sayings and doings Islamic, namely in
conformity with Islamic rules and
teachings. Imam Khomeini (RA)
has set the best examples for anyone who desires to follow the path
to salvation, since he had perfect
knowledge of Islam and had perfect faith in God and in his words.
He considered God as Omnipresent and advised all to be always
mindful of this fact in order to become able to act in the framework
of God’s commands.
In short I believe Imam Khomeini (RA)’s words were Divinelyinspired words; his words on philosophy, on Fiqh, on Gnosticism
as well as his poems prove this
exalted position of his.”
Dr. Mir Mohammad S’aii, the Islamic scholar, university lecturer,
and author about Imam Khomeini (RA)
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Tribute to Imam
Khomeini
The Great Leader
of All Times
By: Khamis Mohamed

The great Imam
Khomeini’s noble artistry was seen in the way
that he removed the
corrupted system that
had been ruling the
country, and replaced it
with a political system
of love and service to
the people rather than
ignoring them

This June marks the 32nd anniversary of the sad demise of the
founder of the Islamic Republic of
Iran Imam Khomeini.
The Islamic Revolution of Iran
is undoubtedly a unique and rare
event of the twentieth century.
Imam Khomeini (ra), the leader
of the Islamic Revolution of Iran,
inspired a multitude of people
to fight for their rights. He challenged such intimidating forces
as the Shah’s powerful regime
with its heinous SAVAK apparatus. Leading such a revolution
required a courageous leader of
considerable character.
“Leader and leadership in the
divine religions including Islam is
not in itself something grand to
make men proud and self conceited”. “If they call me a servant, it would be better than being
called a leader. Being a leader is
not what matters. What matters is
service, Islam has made it necessary for us to serve! I am a brother
to Iranian people and regard myself as their servant and soldier...”
Imam Khomeini (ra)
Imam Khomeini (ra) distinguished himself considerably
from other leaders of his time.
He attracted many scholars who
attended his lectures in large
groups. They found him to be a
unique lecturer in rational sciences. The charismatic leadership
style of the Imam manifested itself
when he effectively administered
the Islamic Revolution of Iran even
when he was far away from Iran
where the Revolution was taking
place. He managed to direct and
control the struggle from remote
in exile.
Furthermore, his leadership
stamina was a shining example
when it was demonstrated by

his ability to defeat the world of
arrogance and create a sense of
self- confidence amongst the oppressed people. The victory of
his movement was like an earthquake that shocks the so called
superpowers, which were left
trembling.
Imam Khomeini expressed support for the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights by stating: “We
would like to act according to the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. We would like to be free.
We would like independence.”
(Sahifah-ye Noor Vol. 2, page 242)
Imam Khomeini led an ascetic
lifestyle, being deeply interested
in mysticism, and was against the
accumulation of wealth by the
clergy. Many of Imam Khomeini’s
political and religious ideas were
considered to be progressive and
reformist by leftist intellectuals
and activists prior to the Revolution.
Imam Khomeini’s definition of
democracy existed within an Islamic framework. His last will and
testament largely focuses on this
line of thought, encouraging both
the general Iranian populace, the
lower economic classes in particular, and the clergy to maintain
their commitment to fulfilling Islamic revolutionary ideals.
The great Imam Khomeini’s noble artistry was seen in the way
that he removed the corrupted
system that had been ruling the
country, and replaced it with a political system of love and service
to the people rather than ignoring them. Rather than ignoring
people’s destiny -- particularly
that of the youth -- caring for the
destiny of the people and caring
for the destiny of the youth rules
now, and special attention is paid

to them. Instead of losing selfesteem before foreigners, self-reliance spreads among people day
by day. Instead of political, economic and cultural dependence
on foreigners, political, economic
and cultural independence is set
as the goal.
The late leader of the South
Africa, Nelson Mandela, used to
say Imam Khomeini, the founder
of the Islamic Republic, should be
considered as a leader of all freedom movements and should be
followed throughout all times and
eras. Mandela met the supreme
leader of the Islamic Revolution
Seyyed Ali Khamenei in 1999
in Tehran and after the historic
meeting he said that the great
Imam Khomeini was not only a
leader for the great nation of Iran
but he would have been considered as the great guide of the ongoing freedom movement across
the globe.
The African leader also expressed pride to pay pilgrimage
to holy shrine of Imam Khomeini
twice and said that the great
Imam had confronted the conspiracies and plots of colonial powers
in our contemporary era.
Had the Islamic Revolution and
the great Imam Khomeini not existed and if Islam had not been
the driving force of the Revolution
and the great change brought to
this country, there would not have
been any hopes for bringing to an
end the humiliating and the barbaric dictatorship of the Pahlavis.
Following Imam Khomeini’s demise, Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei was selected on June 4, 1989
by the Assembly of Experts to be
his successor, in accordance with
the Constitution.
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Justice in Imam
(RA)
Khomeini’s Reflection
Dr. Kahumbi Maina

As we commemorate the 32nd anniversary of the sad demise of the
founder of the Islamic Republic,
we need to reflect on his legacy
which has continued to shape the
policies and governance of the Islamic Republic of Iran. This short
sharing is on: “Justice in Imam
Khomeini (RA)’s reflection”.
The concept of justice in the perspective of Imam Khomeini is
very broad and includes divine
individual and social aspects.

Imam Khomeini regarded the issue of justice as closely related to
the totality of society and politics
in particular. In Imam Khomeini’s
view, attitude to justice is not
only related to social and political
issues, but also to the basis of the
realization of social and political
justice.
As a religious thinker Imam
Khomeini ((RA)) considered Islam
as the most reasonable practical
way of realizing the oppressed

people’s rights. He said: “Islam
highly regards the law as an instrument for realizing the oppressed people’s rights since it
considers that as means of realizing justice in society.”
Thus, he criticized communism
and capitalism by using the slogan: “Neither East, nor West”
saying Islam agrees with neither
capitalism nor communism. According to him, Islam does not
agree with capitalism because it

deprives the oppressed masses;
capitalism is a system against social justice. In the same vein, he
said that Islam is not like communism and Marxism-Leninism,
which is against private ownership. Rather Islam respects
ownership in production and
consumption in a limited form,
and thus, if principles of Islam
are implemented, the wheels of
a balanced economy will move,
and social justice will be realized. …
Islam regards equality in existent opportunities as justice. In
the view of Imam Khomeini, the
state should regulate the economic policy to support the poor
and less privileged; i.e., the state
should control properties of capitalists and create balance in society by managing the economy.

Imam Khomeini regarded justice
as a tool for preserving and gaining independence to pave the
way for the oppressed. He is one
of the prominent figures of the
twentieth century who found out
that the main problem of Iranian
society, in particular, and Islamic
World, in general, was lack of independence in its real meaning.
Accordingly, he regarded supporting the oppressed people, serving
the weak people, considering the
deprived and emancipating them,
eradicating poverty and class gaps
as the primary tools for reaching
peace and justice. He considered
human values important in establishing a just system in the world.
He regarded the politics of power
and force at the international level as an unjust and cruel system,
which was and is not acceptable
for the Islamic Republic, and this
is what guided Iranian foreign
policy.
Justice in view of Imam
Khomeini(RA)
means:
1. Do justice to the others, be
mindful of your behavior, be fair
and honest in speech, and serve
the nation.
2. Do not oppress and do not tolerate oppression.
3. God, the Prophet and the infallible Imams in Islam were just.
Imam, the judge and the jurisprudents must also be righteous.
If justice is not among the rulers,
then “social justice” will be compromised. There must be justice
among people and in the community.
4. A fair society is a free society.
Independence is also the result of
justice and diligence in society.

In conclusion, Imam Khomeini(RA)
repeatedly stressed the need for
justice, and demanded everyone
to bring justice in society and become responsible servants of the
nation. Indeed the ideal of social
justice was a prime goal of Iran’s
1979 Revolution. After the Revolution, the new constitution was
formulated, replete with references to justice and equality as
two of the main Qur’anic principles of governance. Eradication
of poverty and deprivation, thus,
became one of the Islamic Republic’s principal duties and its leaders’ principal aims.
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On Mother’s day, as the Hannoun wakes up, and as the almond tree blossoms and you
wear your green and red dress,
we celebrate you. On this day,
we celebrate the land, our heritage, and our home, we celebrate you mother Palestine, the
mother of us all. We celebrate
your daughters: our mothers,
our sisters, our comrades, who
have carried the flame of resistance, protected it, and kept
it burning. We celebrate your
daughters: the martyrs, the
prisoners, the injured, the revolutionaries, the workers, the
farmers, we celebrate Palestinian mothers. We celebrate your
daughters: the mother of the
martyr, the mother of the prisoner, the mother of the injured,
the mother of the revolutionary, the mother of the worker,
the mother of the farmer, the
mother of every Palestinian.
On this day, as we celebrate the
mothers of Palestine, I write to
you and to your daughters who
are now with you, who have become part of you. On this day,
I write to Palestinian mothers
who sacrificed their lives for you
mother Palestine, those who
sacrificed their lives for us. Today, I write to the mothers who
were killed while protecting
their children, their homes, and
their land. On this day, I write to
the mothers who were killed by
Zionist terror gangs, by the brutal occupation with its bullets,
tanks, drones, its dungeons,
siege, and its network of death
traps. I write to the mothers
who are always on our minds,
whose names we have printed

in our memory, whose stories
and sacrifices tell your story of
mother Palestine.
On Mother’s Day, tell Hilweh
Zeidan that we remember her
on this day and every day. Tell
her that we remember her
courage, defying the bullets of
the Zionist terrorists, standing
by her husband and her son as
they defend their home, as they
defend Deir Yassin from the
killers. Tell her that when she
took her son’s gun, when she
stood near her fallen husband
and son, when she continued
the struggle against the Zionists, Hilweh not only fought to
defend her home, she fought
to defend every one of us. Tell
her that her spirit that feared no
death, was our guide over the
decades. Tell her that her blood,
which watered the land, paves
the way for liberation. Tell Saliha
Al-Halabi that the Zionist criminal who emptied his bullets into
her body, killing her and her
9-month old unborn child, has
not been brought to justice yet.
Tell her that the Zionist criminal
who afterwards ripped open
her stomach and took out her
slaughtered child is considered
a hero by the terrorist entity
that was built on where her village once stood. Tell her we still
mourn her and the pregnant
mothers bayoneted in the abdomen while alive. Tell her we
still mourn the children maimed
in front of their mothers before having their heads cut off.
Tell her that 64 years later, her
killers still kill Palestinian mothers, still commit massacres, still,
ethnically cleanse Palestine. Tell
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her that 64 years later, the traitors still cry crocodile tears over
our pain, still sell our blood to
the highest bidder and still betray you mother Palestine. Tell
her that 64 years later, we remember every victim of every
Zionist massacre and every Zionist crime, we repeat the names
of every Palestinian massacred,
every village demolished, every
field uprooted. Tell her that we
are united by the pain and the
blood of Deir Yassin, Beit Darras,
Dawaymeh, Khisas, Sa’sa’, Balad Il-Sheikh, Abu Shusha, Beit
Daras, Tantoura, Kufr Qasem,
Qibya, Sharafat, Azazmeh, Beit
Jala, Qalqilia, Jenin, Gaza, Bethlehem and every massacre committed by the Zionists. Tell her
that 64 years later, we have not
forgotten, have nor forgiven.
Tell her that every day we tell
the hypocrite that it might turn
a blind eye, but we will never
cease until every single victim
receives justice, until Palestine
receives justice. Tell her that the
march never stopped, and even
though some have derailed, the
majority has the map imprinted
in their hearts, and with every
march we come closer to Beisan, to Acca, to Tabariya, to Safad, to Jerusalem. Tell her, dear
mother Palestine, that 64 years
later, Palestine is as precious
as ever, Palestine remains our
home forever.
On Mother’s Day, tell Umayyah
Imran that we remember her
on this day and every day. Tell
her that the Zionists still kill
Palestinian mothers and their
born and unborn children at the
European-paid military check-

points. Tell her that her children
place flowers on her grave every
day, that they sing their kindergarten songs to her. Tell her that
her children and the children of
every Palestinian mother killed
at Israeli checkpoints don’t fear
these death traps, but repeat
the oath given to their mothers; to remain steadfast, to continue the struggle. Tell her that
on the spot where she was left
to bleed to death, the poppies
defy the death traps and bloom
every spring, bringing a promise
of hope and justice. Tell her that
students, workers, and farmers
are still humiliated at the checkpoints, are still hunted down by
killers hiding inside towers. Tell
16-year-old Fahmi Al-Darduk,
that his mother still cries over
her only son, shot at an Israeli
checkpoint and left to bleed to
death, his only crime was listening to music from his cell phone.
Tell 22-year-old Bahsar AlQadiri, who was stopped at the
death trap, tied and thrown into
a pit and forced to stay there
under the scorching sun until
he died, that his mother has
kept his room and his university books as he had left them,
that she kisses his picture every
day. Tell Nada Hussein that her
8 children celebrate Mother’s
Day every year at her grave.
Tell her that the Israeli soldiers
who killed her still prevent patients from reaching hospitals,
still delay them at checkpoints,
leaving them to die a slow and
painful death. Tell Kamla AshSholi that her two children keep
asking about her, keep asking
their father why the Israeli sol-

diers who shot their mother at
the checkpoint for no reason
were not punished. Tell her that
Nahil Abu Raja still mourns her
stillborn baby Zaid, killed by the
checkpoint. Tell her that the
mother of Khalid Mousa, the
mother of Jamila and Huda AsSafadi, the mother of Aminah
and Fatima Al-Qadi, the mother of Rawan Hreizan and many
others still mourn their children,
still remember them playing
with their toys, still remember
the day they were born, still
remember the day they were
stopped at Israeli checkpoints,
prevented from reaching hospital and their children left to die
while Israeli soldiers laughed.
Tell 18-year-old Kifah Zu’rub
that his screams and cries still
ring throughout his home, that
his mother remembers every
minute and every second of that
day when her son was attacked
by Zionists’ dogs, and prevented
at the checkpoint from reaching
a hospital, how despite the injuries he was turned back home to
die a painful death. Tell her that
while Palestinian mothers and
grandmothers are humiliated
and killed at Israeli checkpoints,
traitors extend their hands to
the killers. Tell her that while
Palestinian pregnant women
are forced to deliver at the roadside under the eyes and laughs
of Israeli occupation soldiers,
traitors continue to talk about
dignity, about “honour”. Tell
her their cries for help and their
screams of pain are music to
the Zionists and fall on the deaf
ears of the traitors. Tell her that
as life slips away, as they close

their eyes, many turn a blind
eye. Today, on Mother’s Day, tell
her dear mother Palestine and
tell every Palestinian mother,
that their cry for justice will never be silenced. Tell them that we
won’t rest until we seek justice
for Aisha Nassar, Rihab Nofal,
Laila Baheiri and Rana Al-Jayyousi, and every Palestinian victim. Tell her that we mourn with
every mother who lost a child,
mourn with every child who lost
a mother. Tell Fawziyyah AdDarak we remember every patient prevented from reaching a
hospital, every patient killed at
Israeli checkpoints. Tell her we
mourn her and mourn Khadra
Mustafa, Fatima Ash-Sharafi,
Basim Ar-Rimawi, Aisha Hasan,
Safia Qandil, Khatima Abdel
Rahman, and every Palestinian
patient left to die at the Israeli
checkpoints.
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Certain words uttered by

Palestinians:
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“Who are you visiting?” one of the girls asks.
“My brother”.
“I am visiting my father …. He’s been in jail since 12 years …. They took him when I was still a baby.
My brother is also in jail but we aren’t allowed to visit him. He is in solitary confinement.” The girl
goes on.
“I’m visiting my mother … ” the younger one says happily. “It’s my turn to visit her…. last time my
other sister visited her and the time before my brother visited her and today it’s my turn! I got her
a photo of me and my siblings!”
“My brother has been in jail since 10 years and I’m the only one allowed to visit him ….”

“We want to tell a story about a home with broken lanterns
About a lonely farm and about its fruits that weren’t picked
About a picnic that wasn’t enjoyed
About a baby girl that didn’t grow up
About a fire that consumed a child
About a classroom that wasn’t attended
About a wedding that wasn’t celebrated
About a football that wasn’t kicked
About a spirit that cannot be defeated
And about a brilliant flag that refuses to lie down.”

During the First Intifada, this song was chanted in marches and protests says:
Oh my people, the revolution has grown and we are her revolutionaries
In my village and in my town, from her River to her Sea
Oh my people, my family, join the revolution oh my people
The house they demolish, it’s our duty to rebuild
The child whose father they imprison, it’s our duty to embrace
Oh mother of the martyr, all the young people are your children
Oh mother of the prisoner, shouting death but not humiliation
Salute the resistant sister, salute the patient mother
We choose the time and we decide the place
Our words are our deeds and our souls in our palms
And if we die, our children will continue the march.
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The Sweet Victory
By: Nayyereh Towhidi
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Although it is now 73 years
since the usurpation of Palestine by the Zionists from Europe,
and three consecutive generations have suffered the ground
realities of the illegitimate birth
of Israel, no change has occurred in the situations, issues,
and problems. The usurpers
are still committing genocide,
the whole Palestinian nation is
still resistant and defensive, and
millions of homeless are still
homeless. Many political trends
have emerged and vanished or
have been replaced by other
movements – some of whom
often ready to compromise
their birthrights on the deceit of
peace – yet the Palestinian nation stands steadfast. In other

words, Israel still lacks legitimacy and is now in its weakest ever
moments. The writing on the
wall is clear. Israel will sooner
or later vanish from the map of
the Middle East as was the case
with the 88-year long occupation of Palestine by the Crusaders that came to its end in 1187
when Arabs, Kurds, Turks, and
Persians joined hands to defeat
their common enemy.
The Rise and Decline of Israel
In 1917 when Britain occupied Palestine, it started the
settlement of tens of thousands
of European Jews in this Muslim
land. On 14th May 1948, a day
before Britain’s questionable
mandate expired, the Zionist

settlers from Europe, although
they numbered a tiny minority of the population, seized
some 70 percent of Palestine,
drove hundreds of thousands
of Palestinians into exile, and
announced the illegitimate
birth of Israel. Since then the
expansionist policy of the Zionist entity has led to wars, bloodshed in the Gaza Strip, the West
Bank, the Islamic holy city of
Bait al-Moqaddas, Syria’s Golan
Heights, and the southern parts
of Lebanon. Although the Zionists imposed a humiliating accord on Egypt to return to the
Sinai, Israel’s 1982 occupation
of large parts of Lebanon came
to a humiliating end in the last
week of May 2000, when the

legendry anti-terrorism movement of Hezbollah, drove the
well-equipped enemy out. This
was part of the Divine Promise
assuring Muslims of the end of
injustice and tyranny, sooner or
later.
The inspiration behind the
emergence of Islamic consciousness in the region, including Palestine, was the victory of the Islamic Revolution of Iran in 1979,
and the words of Imam Khomeini
(ra) that Israel is a cancerous tumor that should be weeded out.
The spirit of resistance that
tremendously grew in the Palestinian and Lebanese people following the Islamic Revolution,
resulted in the Intifada, that upset all US-Israeli equations to kill
the Palestinian issue.
It was Imam Khomeini (ra)
who immediately after the
victory of the Islamic Revolution and the establishment of
the Islamic Republic system in
Iran, raised the sacred flag of
supporting Palestine, giving
awareness to the world people
through declaring the last Friday
of each holy month of Ramadhan as the ‘Quds-Day’ and calling upon the world Muslims not
to leave the oppressed Palestinian nation alone, and to do everything within their power for
the liberation of the sacred land
of Palestine from the clutches of
the blood-thirsty Zionists. Now,
after about 42 years, we are
witnessing a worldwide awakening about Palestine; thanks
to the Divine insight of that
true man of God, the insight
extracted from the treasure of
the Prophetic knowledge. Imam
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Khomeini (ra) preached the pure
Islam of Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) and himself acted upon
that in every respect. He proved
himself to be a worthy offspring
of the purified Household of the
Holy Prophet (pbuh) of Islam

Imam Khomeini
(ra) urged the world
Muslims not to let
the cause of Palestine
be neglected and to
continuously struggle
against the illegal Zionist regime. He stressed
the need for the unity
of Muslims in every
respect, particularly
in fighting against the
usurping Israeli regime,
saying: “If every Muslim in the world pours a
bucket of water, Israel
will be drowned

and translated into action their
teachings, including the instruction given by Imam Ali (as), who
insisted: “Always be the defender of the oppressed and the enemy of the oppressors.”
Imam Khomeini (ra) urged the
world Muslims not to let the
cause of Palestine be neglected
and to continuously struggle
against the illegal Zionist regime. He stressed the need for
the unity of Muslims in every
respect, particularly in fighting
against the usurping Israeli regime, saying: “If every Muslim in
the world pours a bucket of water, Israel will be drowned.”
This instructive sentence
shows how much he believed
in the strength of united Muslims. By Allah’s grace, today,
the world Muslims are joined
by other truth-loving people in
their call for liberation of Palestine and the resistant forces
have inflicted fatal blows upon
the fake regime of Israel.
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Leaders Need to Be like
Iran’s Imam Khomeini (RA)
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June 4th, 2021 marks the
32nd anniversary of the sad demise of the former leader and
of the Islamic Revolution and
the founder of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the late Imam
Khomeini(RA).
It is no exaggeration to say
that Iran led by the Imam had
a profound impact on global
affairs. All subsequent events
can be traced to the change he
ushered in a country that was
considered to be one of the
strongest bastions of Western
imperial domination. Only a
few months prior to the start of
the Islamic revolution, the then
US President, Jimmy Carter, had
described Iran under the Shah
as an “island of stability” in a
sea of turbulence.
The revolutionary tide swept
the so-called island of stability
into the dustbin of history. It did
more: the Islamic revolution irrevocably changed the global
political landscape. For those

willing to remove their blinkers, they would be able to see
that despite decades of illegal
sanctions, the Islamic Republic
of Iran is the only country in the
West Asian region that is truly
independent and has gained
strength and influence.
In much of the Middle East,
there is chaos and confusion.
Iran has overcome all the challenges, internal sabotage, external invasion, and sanctions and
came out stronger. The Imam’s
great wisdom in understanding
the imposed global order, and
his ability to mobilize the Muslim masses of Iran to rise up
against the tyranny of the monarchial regime, ensured that
the people of Iran gain their
true independence.
Since the victory of the Islamic
revolution, the people of Iran
have had to pay a huge price in
life and blood but they have withstood all these pressures, both internal and external. While it was

expected that imperialists and
Zionists would spare no effort to
undermine the Islamic Republic,
because it challenged the colonial-imposed order, what is revealing is that the success of the
Islamic revolution also exposed
the puppet regimes in the Muslim world.
Their hatred for the Islamic
republic is now visible even if initially they were able to camouflage their hatred in sophistry.
The Iranian revolutionary leader’s cause was not only to support the cause of Iranians but
also that of Islam. His cause was
to bring God’s justice among
those who are oppressed. The
Palestinians were not all Muslims. Yet Imam Khomeini (RA)
embraced their cause for justice against their oppressors as
though it was his own cause.
He also championed the cause
of the people of South Africa
in their struggle against Apartheid.

The greater a purpose the greater pains to attain to it, one must be tolerant.
Imam Khomeini (RA)

“God’s hand rests above their
hands….. .” The Holy Qur’an,
48:10

